Los Angeles launches the new Metro TAP card that allows riders to pay fares for any of the county’s 26 public transit agencies with one card.

The Lutz Pathfinder, a self-driving two-seater electric “pod” was launched for testing. Backed by the U.K.’s Department for Transport, findings from the project will contribute to the larger-scale U.K. Autodrive program.

Arro ride-hailing app connects directly with New York’s yellow taxis through a partnership with Creative Mobile Technologies. The soft launch in about 8,000 cabs precedes a future partnership with Verifone, which will sync the app with all 22,000 yellow cabs.

Judge Robert Mason of the California Public Utilities Commission orders Uber to publicize uncensored legal filings regarding its business practices.

Lyft partners with China’s largest rideshare company, Didi, to enable American customers to book rides in China from the Lyft app. Didi customers can also book Lyft rides using the Didi app in the United States.
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